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ABSTRACT The availability of energy is one of the major hindrances to unlocking the massive potential of
electronic devices. Powering a highly connected network of devices requires multiple access and a wireless
power transfer (WPT) solution that is scalable and capable of maintaining a constant power flow regardless
of reconfiguration (mutability) and electromagnetic environment (power flow selectivity). In this paper,
we present a framework for the implementation of code division multiple access wireless power transfer
(CDMA-WPT) for enabling WPT among multiple transmitters and multiple receivers simultaneously.
CDMA-WPT maintains power flow selectivity and is easily scalable. An inverter/rectifier topology is
presented for the hardware implementation of CDMA-WPT. A design process for practical co-design
of high-performance hardware and obtaining a code set is also presented. We demonstrate the hardware
implementation of CDMA-WPT using two transmitters and two receivers maintaining a nearly constant 5W
operation with nearly 75% dc-dc efficiency, and four transmitters and four receivers maintaining a constant
4W operating with greater than 70% dc-dc efficiency. This paper is accompanied by a video hardware
demonstration in real-time the difference between using orthogonal codes in CDMA versus conventional
single-frequency WPT using 4 transmitter-receiver pairs; conventional single-frequency WPT shows up to
a 82% deviation from the intended transfer power as opposed to 8.1% for orthogonal codes in CDMA.

INDEX TERMS Wireless power transfer (WPT), code division multiple access (CDMA), current-mode
class-D (CMCD), Internet of Things (IoT), power amplifier, high-efficiency, resonant converter.

I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless power transfer (WPT) is proliferating with appli-
cations that include charging of electric vehicles [1], [2],
biomedical devices [3], robots [4], and electronic devices [5].
This is complemented by a rapid advancement in the fields
of communication, sensing, and computation resulting in a
densely connected networks of electronic devices. Realizing
the full potential of these devices and applications is chal-
lenging because their functionality and performance are often
limited by the availability of portable power, underscoring the
need for ubiquitous wireless power.

WPT is a compelling solution to address this growing
demand for power availability. To address this need for
seamless power delivery, prevailing research has focused on
developing efficient power delivery for single-input-multiple-
output (SIMO) systems [6], [7], multiple-input-single-output
systems (MISO) [8], [9], and multiple-input-multiple-output
(MIMO) systems [10], [11]. The utilization of a common
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electromagnetic space by multiple transmitters and receivers
for power exchange is multiple access WPT. The transmit-
ters (TX) and receivers (RX) participating in multiple access
WPT can either have a fixed configuration with respect to
each other (immutable) or can reconfigure (mutable). In this
paper, the focus of the research is on the more general case
of mutable multiple access WPT, which we will refer to as
‘‘multiple access WPT’’ for convenience.

A. CURRENT STATE OF THE ART
Numerous applications for multiple access WPT have been
presented in the literature as we make progress towards
achieving the goal of omnipresent wireless power. Exam-
ples of SIMO WPT systems include a universal contactless
battery charging platform formultiple electronic devices [12],
WPT for robot swarms performing various tasks in an auto-
mated environment [7], [13], [14], and WPT for unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs) [15]. MISO systems have multi-
ple transmitters powering a single receiver and are usually
employed to improve the range, efficiency, areal cover-
age, and other performance factors of WPT systems. The
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transmitter designs for the Qi WPT standards [16], specifi-
cally A4, A14, or A19 contain multiple transmitter coils to
cover a wider area; References [5], [17], and [18] present
transmitter excitation techniques for extending the physical
range of WPT systems; References [19] and [20] present
the use of orthogonal transmitter excitation for omnidirec-
tional WPT. MIMO systems cover a broader category of
WPT systems that allow multiple transmitters and multiple
receivers to operate at the same time, taking advantage of the
benefits of both SIMO and MISO systems. In [21], a MIMO
system was developed to enhance the physical range of WPT
that can charge multiple devices from a wireless hotspot.
Reference [22] presents a Wi-power zone for extending wire-
less charging to multiple receivers simultaneously. In [23],
a MIMO system was developed for powering distributed
neural implants.

In multiple access WPT, the electromagnetic coupling
between multiple TX and/or RX is unavoidable. The cou-
pling between TX(’s) and RX(’s) that intentionally want
to exchange power is desirable whereas all the other cross
couplings are undesirable and act as sources of interference.
These undesirable interferences can lead to multitudes of
problems including power transfer variations, overheating of
receivers, and deterioration of the system efficiency [24].
Wirelessly powered dual monitors [25], simultaneous charg-
ing of multiple electronic devices over a table [26], patients
with multiple distributed implants [23], robots and drones in
an autonomous environments [27] are some applications of
multiple access wireless power delivery with a number of
transmitters and receivers coupled to each other.

The existing techniques to achieve various types of mul-
tiple access WPT can be categorized into two fundamen-
tal approaches: non-orthogonal and orthogonal. A major
difference between the two approaches is related to how
multiple transmitters and receivers handle interference from
each other. While orthogonal approaches avoid interference
or coupling in, for example, the power signal or electro-
magnetic space, non-orthogonal approaches accommodate
coupling or interference, through for example, feedback or
optimization methods to tune the resonant circuits, hence
varying the frequency, phase, or amplitude to control power
transfer. Non-orthogonal methods include the use of basic
compensation techniques [28], [29], analytical formulations
for power maximization [30], [31], and advanced control
techniques [32], [33]. For successful operation, these meth-
ods require either the use of additional communication and
control circuits, intensive online computations, or accurately
tunedmatching networks to cancel the interference. Although
non-orthogonal approaches can be a viable choice for multi-
ple access WPT, the control complexity, computational bur-
den, or sensitivity of these methods limits the scalability and
reconfigurability, especially for mutable multiple access.

The traditional orthogonal approach for multiple access
WPT involves the use of dedicated slots in time, frequency,
or space for power transfer. These methods in general, do not
require feedback and hence are often easier to implement.

Orthogonal methods include techniques like time division
multiple access (TDMA) [25], [34], frequency division mul-
tiple access (FDMA) [35], [36], or spatial decoupling [32].
In TDMA, different TX-RX pairs take turns in exchang-
ing power and thus use different time slots. By operating
at different times, TDMA eliminates the influence of cross
couplings by turning OFF the unintended TX(RX). However,
for a given transceiver power rating an increasing number of
TX(RX), TDMA results in lower power transfer rate. When
we consider the finite range of WPT, there is an opportunity
to reuse dedicated time slots. TX and RX that are physically
distant enough can use the same slots without interfering.
Unfortunately, reusing the slots restricts mutability. In other
words, if TX and RX change their proximity, they can cause
interference. A centralized controller can be used to renegoti-
ate the slots to avoid interference and hence allow freedom of
movement. However, the control complexity and the devel-
opment of a strategy for centralized control is itself a nascent
area of research [37], [38].

In FDMA, different TX-RX pairs use different fre-
quency slots to allow simultaneous operation. Various
multi-frequency approaches have been presented in the liter-
ature to achieve selective power transfer to multiple RX [26],
[36]. However, these techniques are constrained by the lim-
ited availability of spectrum. Additionally, with a TX(RX)
hardware-designed for a particular frequency the reconfigura-
bility of the system is limited. An energy encryption approach
adopted in [39] is an attractive solution for power selectivity
in multiple accessWPT. However, the method of dynamically
switching an array of capacitors suffers from increasing hard-
ware complexity for an increasing number of TX and RX.

Spatial decoupling can simply be attained by avoid-
ing common electromagnetic spaces among unrelated
transmitters and receivers to avert interference, but is likely
impractical for mutable multiple access. Electromagnetic
field cancellations such as the magnetic field editing [40],
and Halbach winding arrangement presented in [41] can be
used to create regions in space where magnetic fields do
not interfere, enabling simultaneous operation of different
TX-RX pairs. However, computation is needed for every
configuration, and increasing computational complexity with
larger numbers of TX and RX prevents these particular
orthogonal methods from scaling well.

A potential solution to overcoming the individual limi-
tations of TDMA and FDMA is to use frequency-hopping
spread-spectrum (FH-SS) WPT [42]. FH-SS relies on chang-
ing the switching frequency (often by varying the resonant
capacitance) in a pseudo-random pattern to allow users to
share time and frequency slots. Scalability is limited by the
number of different resonant components that can be dynam-
ically swapped or by the range of variable capacitance.

B. POWER FACTOR IN CODE DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS
To overcome the limitations of TDMA and FDMA, code divi-
sion multiple access (CDMA) had been employed in digital
communications to improve network capacity. CDMA allows
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FIGURE 1. Sharing of time and frequency slots by different users:
(i) TDMA only allows users to operate in different time slots; (ii) FDMA
only allows different frequency slots; (iii) Frequency hopping
spread-spectrum allows users to operate in pseudo-random time and
frequency slots; (iv) CDMA imposes no explicitly partitioned
time-frequency restrictions on users.

FIGURE 2. A simple power system containing two synchronous voltage
sources connected through a lossless transmission line [45]. The voltages
and currents are represented as phasors and the transmission line is
assumed to be lossless, hence it is represented as a simple inductor.

different users to operate simultaneously on the same fre-
quencies, at the same time, and in the same space as illustrated
in Fig. 1. This is possible because CDMA, the technology
behind 3G communications, relies on orthogonality in the
code space to avoid interference.

Similar concepts can be used to overcome the limitations
of TDMA and FDMA for WPT to deliver power via digital
codes through CDMA-WPT. For mutable multiple access
WPT, CDMA allows the ease of scaling while reducing the
switch stress of transceivers.

The application of CDMA for WPT had previously been
introduced in the following conference papers [43] and [44]
by the authors. In this paper, we build on these previously
introduced concepts and provide a more general framework
to use CDMA for enabling power transfer in practical appli-
cations together with validation in hardware.

To understand CDMA-WPT, we extend the concept of
power factor to include voltage sources encoded as digital
codes. Consider a simple two-bus power system model [45],
with two voltage sources, shown in Fig. 2, connected through
a lossless transmission line. For this system, the two volt-
age sources are assumed to be sinusoidal, operating syn-
chronously, and at the same frequency. The current through
the transmission line is

I 6 φ =
V1 − V2 6 θ

jXL
, (1)

where θ is the voltage angle of Bus-2 and XL is the line
impedance. The time-domain expressions for the voltages and
the current are

v1(t) = Vm sin(2π ft) (2)

v2(t) = Vm sin(2π ft − θ ) (3)

i(t) = Im sin(2π ft − φ), (4)

FIGURE 3. Instantaneous and average power flow from V1 to V2 for the
simple power system model. The instantaneous power oscillates at twice
the input frequency, but the average power (real power) flows from
V1 to V2.

where f is the frequency of operation of the power system.
The instantaneous power flowing from Bus-1 to Bus-2 is

P(t) = v(t) · i(t) =
VmIm
2

[
− cos(4π ft − φ)+ cos φ

]
. (5)

The voltages and current in (2)-(4) are sinusoidal, making
the instantaneous power (5) oscillate at twice the frequency
of the voltage and current. The average power flow is given
by

Pavg =
1
T

∫ T

t=0
P(t) dt =

VmIm
2

cosφ. (6)

The instantaneous power flow and average power flow are
depicted in Fig. 3. The instantaneous power has positive and
negative amplitude, with the positive instantaneous power
indicating that the power flows from V1 to V2, and a negative
instantaneous power indicating that the power flows from V2
toV1. However, positive average power indicates that over the
periodic interval, the power flows from V1 to V2. The factor,
cos(φ) is typically called the power factor of V1,

p = cos(φ)

=
Pavg
S

=

1
T

∫ T
t=0 v(t) i(t) dt

VRMSIRMS

=
〈v1(t), i(t)〉
VRMSIRMS

, (7)

where φ is the phase difference between the voltage and the
current, Pavg is the active power flow between the two voltage
sources, S = V rmsI rms is the apparent power flow from V1 to
V2, and the operator 〈· , ·〉 is the inner product [46].
It is an important generalization to consider the power

factor as the inner product (7) between the time domain
voltage and current. The magnitude and sign of p determine
the average power flow from V1 to V2,

p =


> 0, Real power flow from V1 to V2;
< 0, Real power flow from V2 to V1;
= 0, No real power flow between V1 and V2.

(8)

A zero power factor means that there is no net average
power flow between the buses; the two voltage sources are
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thus orthogonal to each other. A zero power factor, however,
does not mean that the instantaneous power flow between the
sources is zero; rather, it implies that the instantaneous power
is purely ac with no dc value. Thus, for one-half of the time
period the instantaneous power flows from V1 to V2 and for
the other half, the instantaneous power flows from V2 to V1.

In wireless power transfer, the inverter/rectifier and the
matching network can be replaced by equivalent voltage
sources. Two voltage sources together with their coupled
WPT inductors can be transformed to the two-bus voltage
sourcemodel.1 The power flow between two different voltage
sources is determined by the power factor. Because power
flow is bidirectional, each voltage source with itsWPT induc-
tor can behave as either a transmitter or receiver; in other
words, a power electronic transceiver. We define related
transceivers as those that intentionally exchange real power
with each other. Unrelated transceivers do not transfer real
power to each other. In this paper, transceivers can act as
either transmitters or receivers, depending on their role in the
power flow.

In CDMA-WPT, we use the concept of zero power factor to
obtain orthogonal codes. We encode quasi-resonant half sine
voltages (for zero voltage switching) as ternary codes (three-
level); by strategically manipulating the placement of the half
sine voltages, a zero power factor can be obtained. These
applied voltages across the WPT inductor of each resonant
transceiver governs the power flow among the transceivers.
Thus, CDMA-WPT can be formulated by abstracting volt-
age waveforms as digital codes that determine the interac-
tions between the transceivers. The abstraction of voltages
to digital codes enables a tractable representation for finding
scalable algorithms while easing the computational burden in
obtaining more codes.

Power flow between transceivers can be enforced by the
appropriate codes. Thus, CDMA can use code orthogonal-
ity to decouple power transfer among unrelated transceivers
operating within the same electromagnetic space using simi-
lar waveforms (e.g. half sine voltages). The peak power pro-
cessed by each transceiver is governed by the encoding and
the number of transceivers within this shared electromagnetic
space. The peak power for each transceiver is thus bounded
by the maximum number of transceivers in the shared space
while allowing any transceiver to have the freedom of move-
ment through different shared spaces without the need for
a centralized controller, unlike the traditional methods for
multiple access WPT. Scaling the number of transceivers
in CDMA-WPT is tantamount to finding digital codes that
enforce the desired power flows. Thus, CDMA can help
expandWPT to possibly hundreds of devices ormore,making
it an excellent candidate for scaling WPT.

In this paper, we present a framework for Code Divi-
sion Multiple Access Wireless Power Transfer. The approach
described in this paper is to the authors’ knowledge, the first
among methods for mutable multiple access WPT to use

1See Appendix A.

FIGURE 4. A multiple access WPT network with N transceivers: M
transmitters and J receivers. Each transceiver is simultaneously coupled
to multiple other transceivers.

and analyze digital encoding for wireless power transfer.
To implement CDMA-WPT, a framework for digital encod-
ing with methods to analyze the power flow between digital
codes are needed. Section II introduces the digital abstrac-
tion of WPT waveforms by representing voltages or currents
as ternary codes {−1, 0, +1}, along with presenting the
inner-product concept of power factor to understand the
power flow between digital codes. The hardware realization
of these codes requires unconventional circuit topologies
for the transceivers. Section III presents a soft-switching
transceiver for realizing the ternary codes with bidirec-
tional power flow capability. Analysis techniques for the
transceiver are presented to show the performance and capa-
bility trade-offs in the implementation of CDMA-WPT.
Section IV presents a design methodology for assembling
CDMA-WPT networks with any number of related TX-RX
pairs. Section V presents practical design examples and the
hardware results of CDMA-WPT with two related TX-RX
pairs and four TX-RX pairs.

II. MULTIPLE ACCESS WPT THROUGH DIGITAL CODES
The use of a shared electromagnetic space by multiple
transceivers at the same time is defined as multiple access
WPT. Fig. 4 represents an example of multiple access WPT
with N identical transceivers with M transmitters and J
receivers. If all transceivers are driven with voltage sources
of identical frequency, the power flow will be dictated by
the various coupling kij between transceivers, regardless of
whether this power transfer is intended, even among unrelated
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transceivers. As the configuration of transceivers, hence cou-
pling, alters within the electromagnetic space, the power flow
will also vary. CDMA-WPT enables mutable multiple access
by using digital codes for power flow among the related
pairs, thus achieving power flow selectivity. The unrelated
transceivers use orthogonal (non-interfering) digital codes
that operate simultaneously, achieving power transfer which
is independent of changes within the electromagnetic space.

CDMA for WPT relies on the representation of volt-
age, current, or other physical quantities as digital codes.
In this section, we present an example implementa-
tion of CDMA-WPT by encoding the output voltage of
quasi-resonant converters as ternary codes (three level codes)
using the CD transformation [47]. Using the concepts pre-
sented in [47], we present a voltage source power flow model
for near-field inductive power transfer, and the code construc-
tion algorithm (CCA) for scaling of WPT to a large number
of orthogonal transmitters and orthogonal receivers.

The representation of quasi-resonant voltages of a
soft-switching converter as ternary codes is an effective
method for obtaining a digital abstraction of the WPT volt-
ages [43]. The CD transformation presented in [47] is a
straightforward method to represent the quasi-resonant volt-
ages using a single ternary code voltage vector with ele-
ments {−1, 0,+1}. The CD transformation preserves the
orthogonality between two transceiver voltages, simplifies
the computation for analyzing the relationship between the
transceivers, and allows us to use an iterative algorithm for
scaling WPT to a large number of transmitters and receivers.

The CD transformation requires the quasi-resonant voltage
to have identical amplitude and time-period, ideal pulses.
These ideal pulses can be converted to a ternary code by first
encoding the half sine voltage as square voltages of unity
magnitude and then discretizing the square voltage to obtain
a ternary code, represented by a discrete time voltage vector.
The process is illustrated in Fig. 5b.

A ternary code is a discretized voltage vector with positive
half sine voltages encoded as NP {+1} samples, negative
half sine voltages encoded as NP {−1} samples, and the zero
durations encoded using Zdi × NP {0} samples. The choice
of the number of samples NP used to represent a polarity
depends on the smallest zero duration used in the ternary
code. As an example, for the ternary code shown in Fig. 5b
the minimum zero duration is 1

4 , thus NP ≥ 4. The ternary
code from the CD transformation corresponding to the output
voltage shown in Fig. 5b with NP = 4 is

vvv1 = [ 0︸︷︷︸
Zd1

1111︸︷︷︸
−1

00︸︷︷︸
Zd2

1111︸︷︷︸
+1

000︸︷︷︸
Zd3

1111︸︷︷︸
+1

00︸︷︷︸
Zd4

1111︸︷︷︸
−1

]T .

To ensure that a ternary code represents the output of
the quasi-resonant transceiver in Section III, we need to
enforcemathematical constraints on the ternary code vectorvvv.
A ternary code vvv is valid in representing the output voltage of
a transceiver if:

FIGURE 5. CD transformation for obtaining ternary codes from half sine
voltages.

1) vvv has no dc component,

l∑
i=1

vvv[i] = 0, (9)

where l is the total number of samples in V .
2)

vvv[i] ∈ {−1, 0,+1} ∀i ≤ l. (10)

3) vvv has intact square pulses only. An intact square pulse
will contain exactly NP consecutive {+1} samples or
exactly NP consecutive {−1} samples. A ternary code
not having all square pulses intact is invalid. As an
example for ternary codes with NP = 2,

aaa = [0 +1 0 −1 −1 0 +1]T

is not a valid code; whereas

bbb = [0 0 −1 −1︸ ︷︷ ︸
−1

0 +1 +1︸ ︷︷ ︸
+1

]T

is a valid code.
The set of all valid codes will be called a valid code set and
will be denoted by V.
Definitions for Characterizing Ternary Codes:
• The ternary codes represent the long periodic switching
pattern of a quasi-resonant transceiver; in other words,
the pattern repeats itself after a fixed time interval. The
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complete period of the ternary code is called the code
period, and will be denoted as T .

• The time interval occupied by the half sine voltages is
called the polarity period TP .

A. POWER FLOW MODEL WITH DIGITAL CODES
The power flow in a conventional WPT system can be
understood using the simplified voltage source model shown
in Fig. 6a. The compensation network and inverter/rectifier
of the two interacting transceivers are represented as equiv-
alent voltage sources driving the two coupled WPT induc-
tors. Appendix A derives the voltage source model for WPT.
Using the Thevenin equivalent circuit at the terminals of
Transceiver 2

i2(t) =
∫ t

0

kv1(t)− v2(t)
LTh

dt

= i21(t)+ i22(t), (11)

where k represents the coupling between the two
WPT inductors, LTh is the leakage inductance, i21(t) is the
current contribution of Transceiver 1, and i22(t) is the current
contribution of Transceiver 2. The average power transferred
from Transceiver 1 to Transceiver 2 is

Pavg =
〈
kv1(t), i2(t)

〉
=

1
T

∫ T

0
kv1(t) i2(t) dt

=
1
T

∫ T

0

(
kv1(t) i21(t)+ kv1(t) i22(t)

)
dt, (12)

where the operator 〈· , ·〉 is the inner product defined over the
code period, T is the code period of the transceiver codes
realized by the two transceivers, k is the coupling coefficient
between transceivers, {v1, v2} are the voltages for Transceiver
1 and 2, and i2 is the Transceiver 2 current. Because the model
is lossless, the component i21(t) will only contribute to the
reactive power and will not affect the average (real) power.
The power factor of Transceiver 1 is

p12 =

〈
v1(t), i22(t)

〉
‖v1‖2 ‖i22‖2

, (13)

where ‖ · ‖2 is the 2-norm that represents the rms value
of the waveforms over the code period. The power factor
governs the power flow direction between two transceivers; if
p12 > 0, power flows from Transceiver 1 to Transceiver 2 and
if p12 < 0, power flows from Transceiver 2 to Transceiver 1.
If p12 = 0, there is no power exchange between the two
transceivers, hence the transceivers are orthogonal.

1) NORMALIZED POWER FLOW IN THE CD DOMAIN
To obtain the normalized power flow in CD, we need to
determine the current vector corresponding to the ternary
codes in the periodic steady state. The current vector in the

FIGURE 6. (a) Voltage source model for WPT; (b) Receiver-side Thevenin
equivalent circuit for steady-state power flow analysis. v1(t) and v2(t) are
the voltages of the transmitter and the receiver, respectively; LTh is the
leakage inductance from the perspective of Transceiver 2. v1(t) and v2(t)
are half sine voltage sources with variable zero durations defined by the
corresponding ternary codes.

CD domain over the code period can be expressed as

iii22 = −
1
LTh


1 0 · · · · · · 0
1 1 0 · · · 0
1 1 1 · · · 0
...

1 1 1 · · · 1

vvv2
= Avvv2, (14)

where the matrixA represents the integration operation in the
CD domain. A maps a ternary code vvv ∈ V with N samples
to its corresponding current vector, iii ∈ RN . Using (14) the
power factor between two transceivers in the CD domain can
be computed as

p12 =

〈
vvv1,Avvv2

〉
‖vvv1‖2 ‖Avvv2‖2

, (15)

where vvv1 and vvv2 are ternary codes corresponding to
Transceivers 1 and 2, respectively.

B. ORTHOGONAL TRANSCEIVERS
An important characteristic for effectivemultiple accessWPT
is power flow selectivity, i.e. a transmitter should only trans-
fer power to its related receiver(s). To enable power flow
selectivity with multiple transmitters and receivers in the
same electromagnetic space, we require unrelated TX-RX
pairs to be orthogonal. Two transceivers are said to be orthog-
onal if there is no average power exchange between them,
thus they have a zero power factor. In this section, a method
for obtaining orthogonal codes is described.

Let vvv1 be a given ternary code for a transceiver. A ternary
code vvv2 that is orthogonal to vvv1 can be obtained by the
following optimization2

minimize
vvv2

|p12|

subject to vvv2 ∈ V,
‖vvv2‖1 = ‖vvv1‖1, (16)

where p12 is the power factor between the two transceivers,
‖·‖1 is the 1-norm, and V represents the set of valid ternary
codes. The first constraint ensures that the discretized ternary

2In practice, codes can be considered orthogonal if the magnitude of the
power factor p12 is below some chosen threshold ε.
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FIGURE 7. Instantaneous power exchange between two orthogonal
transceivers. The power factor is positive for certain durations implying
that power is transferred from TX1 to TX2, and for durations where power
factor is negative, the power flows in the other direction. The average
power exchange, hence the average power factor over the code period is
zero.

codes represent realizable transceiver voltages, and the sec-
ond constraint ensures that Transceiver 2 has the same num-
ber of polarities (half sine voltages) as Transceiver 1. This
optimization problem is non-convex, so global optimizers
like the genetic algorithm (GA) can be used to obtain a
solution. For an illustration, consider a simple ternary code,

vvv1 = [0 +1 +1︸ ︷︷ ︸
+1

0 −1−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
−1

0 +1+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
+1

0 −1−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
−1

]T . (17)

Using GA, we solve the optimization problem (16) to
obtain a ternary code:

vvv2 = [0 +1 +1︸ ︷︷ ︸
+1

0 −1−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
−1

0 −1−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
−1

0 +1+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
+1

]T . (18)

Fig. 7a shows transceiver time-domain waveforms corre-
sponding to these two orthogonal ternary codes, vvv1 and vvv2.
Although the two orthogonal transceivers have zero aver-
age power exchange over the code period, the instantaneous
power exchange is not zero at all times, which can be
observed in Fig. 7b.

The optimization in (16) describes a method for obtaining
a code that is orthogonal to a given transceiver ternary code.
However, as discussed earlier, the optimization problem is
non-convex and although it may be possible to solve the
problem, this method is not easily scalable. To overcome this
limitation, a simple code construction algorithm (CCA) was

presented in [47]. CCA is summarized in Appendix B. The
CCA starts with two orthogonal codes, and using repeated
concatenation operations obtains more orthogonal codes.

C. RECEIVING POWER FROM A TERNARY CODE
To receive power from ternary codes, switched receivers that
realize ternary codes are required [48]. CCA provides an
efficient means to obtain a desired number orthogonal codes.
These orthogonal codes can be used as transmitter codes for
assembling a multiple access WPT network. To complete the
system, related receiver codes are required to enable power
transfer from these orthogonal transmitter codes. The receiver
codes corresponding to the transmitter codes must have the
following properties:

1) The codes must be valid in the sense that is described
in Section II. This ensures that the receiver codes can
be realized by the hardware transceiver described in
Section III.

2) The receiver codes should seek to maximize the power
from its related transmitter code, but should be orthog-
onal to unrelated transmitter codes.

3) The codes must be orthogonal to all other receiver
codes.

The receiver codes satisfying the properties above are called
valid receiver codes. These valid receiver codes help ensure
power flow selectivity by only receiving power from their
related transmitter codes while maintaining orthogonality
with unrelated transceivers that are in proximity. The valid
receiver codes therefore must have two key properties:
1) orthogonality; 2) capability of receiving power.

For the special case with Zd [i] ≥ 1
2 and using receiver

codes that are time-shifted versions of the related transmitter
codes, a set of orthogonal transmitter codes easily results
in a set of orthogonal receiver codes, with receiver codes
being orthogonal to all unrelated transmitter codes [47].
Additionally, since the zero durations are constrained to the
set {Zd [i] ≥ 1

2 , ∀i = 1 . . .M}, a time-shifted receiver con-
sisting of a related transmitter waveform time-shifted by
0.5 TP maximizes the power received as illustrated in Fig. 8.
In the CD domain, the shifted receiver codes have a linear
relationship to their related transmitter ternary codes:

vvvR = Svvv, (19)

where vvvR is the receiver ternary code corresponding to the
transmitter code vvv and S is a matrix that creates a time-shift.

D. MUTABLE MULTIPLE ACCESS WPT USING CDMA
CDMA enables multiple access WPT to scale for an increas-
ing number of transceivers with mutable configurations offer-
ing compelling advantages over other conventional methods.
These transceivers operate in a shared electromagnetic space
simultaneously with an appropriate choice of ternary codes
to restrict power transfer only among related transceivers.
In other words, the unrelated transceivers do not exchange
any power despite inhabiting the same electromagnetic space.
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FIGURE 8. A 0.5 TP time-shifted receiver that maximizes power received
from its corresponding transmitter while maintaining orthogonality to
other unrelated receivers and transmitters.

Thus, CDMA helps to create a WPT network with dedicated
power transfer among related transceivers only. These related
transceivers can be either a TX-RX pair, or form sub-network
with multiple TX and single RX (MISO system) or single TX
and multiple RX (SIMO system).

The CCA offers a straightforward method to obtain both
the appropriate transmitter and receiver codes to create a mul-
tiple access network. We can do this by choosing Zd ≥

1
2 and

using a time-shift for the receiver codes. The transmitters and
receivers participating inmultiple access satisfy the following
properties:

1) There is no average power exchange among the unre-
lated transmitters,

pTij = 0 ∀ i 6= j ≤ N , (20)

where N is the number of unrelated transmitters, pTij is
the power factor between the ith and the jth transmitter.

2) There is no average power exchange among unrelated
receivers,

pRij = 0 ∀ i 6= j ≤ J , (21)

where J is the number of unrelated transmitters, pRij is
the power factor between the ith and the jth receiver.

3) All TXs and RXs exhibit power flow selectivity, which
means that there is no power flow between the ith

transmitter and an unrelated jth receiver

pTRij = 0 ∀ i 6= j ≤ N , (22)

and the power flow between the ith transmitter and its
related receiver k th is maximized,

pTRik = p∗ ∀ i ≤ N , (23)

where p∗ is the maximum achievable power factor
between a related TX-RX pair.

To evaluate the performance of CDMA-WPT in assem-
bling WPT network, consider the simple case of with N ×
N network with N identical transmitters and N identical
receivers, we examine the normalized power transfer rate as
the number of TX-RX pairs increase. The normalized power
transfer rate is the ratio of power transfer of TX-RX pairs
within multiple access to TX-RX pairs in isolation for a

FIGURE 9. Normalized power transfer comparison for TDMA and CDMA.
For TDMA, the power transfer varies inversely with the number of TX-RX
pairs, i.e. ∝ 1/N , whereas for CDMA the power transfer degrades more
slowly.

given transceiver rating. Fig. 9 shows a comparison between
CDMA and TDMA.

In TDMA, the N TX-RX pairs take turns through assigned
time slots to exchange power. For the same transceiver rat-
ings (i.e. identical peak power) the power transfer rate for
TDMA decreases linearly∝ 1/N with the number of TX-RX
pairs because the duty-cycle for power transfer for each pair
decreases in the same way. In addition, there is a need for a
global coordination strategy to assign time slots.

For CDMA, the power transfer rate depends on the cou-
pling among all the transceivers. Realistically, a transceiver
can only be well-coupled (k ≥ 0.1) to a limited number of
transceivers, which demarcates the region of influence of a
transceiver. With each transceiver occupying a finite physical
volume, the coupling to additional transceivers decreases as
the number of transceivers increases; the rate of decrease
is governed by diminishing magnetic field with distance.
In Fig. 9, a conservative assumption is that the coupling
between the transceivers decreases linearly with distance,
k ∝ 1/r , where r is the distance. Despite this conservative
model for coupling, CDMA outperforms TDMA as the num-
ber of TX-RX pairs increases.

III. TRANSCEIVERS FOR CDMA-WPT
CDMA-WPT requires transceivers that can realize ternary
codes. In this section, we present the analysis and design
of a transceiver hardware implementation with a topology
that can behave as either an inverter or active rectifier for
CDMA-WPT.

The transceivers used for CDMA-WPT must necessarily
have the following characteristics:

• Realize ternary codes for arbitrary polarity vectors with
both positive and negative half sine voltages placed in
any order.

• Realize a zero duration vector with arbitrary zero dura-
tions. It can be shown that in order to create zero dura-
tions of arbitrary size, it is necessary to freeze (hold
constant) a transceiver state.Without the ability to freeze
the transceiver state, only zero durations that are inte-
ger multiples of the polarity period are possible (i.e.
Zdi = nT P), where n ∈ Z .
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FIGURE 10. Extended CMCD (X-CMCD) topology for realizing arbitrary
ternary codes. CMCD-1 can be used for creating a positive half sine
voltage +1 and CMCD-2 can be used for creating a negative half sine
voltage −1.

• Zero-voltage switching (ZVS) from no load to full load
to achieve high efficiency at high frequency operation.

Because the receivers must also be capable of realizing
ternary codes, the rectifiers must necessarily be active [48].
Additionally, having the same circuit topology for the inverter
and rectifier enables the transmitters and receivers to switch
roles as needed. Thus, these transceiver circuits have bidirec-
tional power flow capability with the direction of power flow
being determined by the ternary codes. Bidirectional power
flow capability enables more possibilities in the creation of
ad-hoc WPT networks [47].

Current-mode topologies are advantageous for the real-
ization of ternary codes due to their ease in achieving ZVS
and their ability to hold current constant in between resonant
half sine voltages, hence freezing the state. The current-
mode class-D (CMCD) [49] is a resonant converter topol-
ogy that can realize ternary codes. However, this traditional
CMCD topology is restricted to ternary codes with alternate
positive and negative half sine voltages. Fig. 10 shows an
extended CMCD (X-CMCD) topology acting as transmit-
ter and receiver that overcomes this constraint [43]. The
X-CMCD topology consists of a WPT inductor connected
to two CMCD subcircuits with parallel resonant tanks and
push-pull switches. One of the CMCD subcircuits, CMCD-1
in Fig. 10, realizes positive half sine voltages +1 across
the WPT inductor; CMCD-2 realizes negative half sine
voltages −1.

A. REALIZATION OF TERNARY CODES USING X-CMCD
TRANSCEIVER
An X-CMCD transceiver is capable of realizing a ternary
code with arbitrary patterns of positive and negative half sine
voltages and zero durations. During a zero duration all four
switches are closed and the currents of all the inductors are
held constant. Hence, during a zero duration all the states are
frozen. In the analysis, we assume all the X-CMCD compo-
nents are ideal, unless otherwise specified.

To realize a positive half sine voltage +1, one of the
switches Sp1 of CMCD-1 is opened, and the CMCD-1

FIGURE 11. The equivalent circuit during realization of a +1 polarity
using the X-CMCD transceiver. The capacitor of CMCD-1 resonates with
the inductor combination to create a half sine voltage that realizes
positive polarity. CMCD-2 with both its switches closed behaves as an
inductor LC . This inductor in series with the WPT inductor appears in
parallel with one of the inductors of CMCD-1.

capacitor resonates with the inductor combination. Fig. 11
shows the equivalent circuit during the resonance for creating
a positive polarity +1. With both switches closed, CMCD-2
behaves as an equivalent inductor with common-mode induc-
tance LC = Lr (1 − k)/4, where k is the coupling between
the CMCD inductors, and Lr/2 is the value of each inductor.
This equivalent inductance LC is in series with the WPT
inductance as shown in Fig. 11b. Using the equivalent circuit
in Fig. 11b, the resonating inductance is

Leq =
(1+ k) γ + 1

2 (1− k)

(1+ k)γ + 1
4 (3− k)

Lr(1+ k)

= leqLr, (24)

where k is the coupling between the CMCD inductors, and

γ =
LWPT

Lr(1+ k)
.

From (24), it can be observed that coupling the CMCD
inductors increases the equivalent inductance; thus for real
inductors, there is a potential for increasing the quality fac-
tor [44]. An increase in coupling coefficient leads to an
increased resonating inductance; a magnetic core or inter-
leaving techniques can increase the coupling coefficient of
the CMCD tank inductors. However, one has to be wary of
the additional loss mechanisms (e.g. core loss and proximity
loss) associated with these techniques.

The equivalent capacitance of the resonating circuit is

Ceq = C r + CSW, (25)

where C r is the external capacitor and CSW is the switch
output capacitance. Thus, the transceiver absorbs the switch
parasitic capacitance in the resonance. The equivalent capac-
itance and inductance determine the undamped resonant fre-
quencyωr and polarity period T P = π/ωr of the ternary code.
The peak magnitude of capacitor voltage VC is related to

the current of the corresponding inductor iP1(0) just before the
switch operation.

VC ≈

√
Leq
Ceq

iP1(0), (26)
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FIGURE 12. The current distribution among inductors just before the
switch SP1 is turned OFF. The peak voltage across the capacitor during
the resonance is related to the initial current in the corresponding
inductor iP

1 (0) before the operation of the switch.

where Leq is the equivalent resonating inductance and Ceq is
the equivalent resonating capacitance. iP1(0) is the current in
the inductor just before opening of switch SP1 as illustrated
in Fig. 12. The amplitude of the half sine voltage is thus
dependent on the current distribution among the inductors
during the preceding zero duration.

For the realization of positive half sine voltages,
the switches of CMCD-1 can be opened alternately with both
switches on CMCD-2 closed and vice-versa for negative half
sine voltages. Thus, a ternary code determines the switching
sequence of an X-CMCD transceiver.

Given a ternary code, we can estimate the steady-state
currents and voltages for the X-CMCD transceiver using
simple linear equations based on the fundamental properties
of volt-second balance across the choke inductors and period-
icity of the currents over the code period (see Appendix C).
These steady-state currents and voltages, referred to as the
model waveforms will be used for analysis and design of the
X-CMCD transceivers.

B. TRANSFER POWER
The transfer power is defined as the power transferred
between transceivers in WPT. In the following sections,
transfer power PTR will be restricted specifically from the
transmitter to the receiver; using the calculated currents and
voltages of the transmitter and the receiver

PTR =
1
T

∫ T

0
v′TX(t) iRX(t) dt, (27)

where v′TX(t) is the instantaneous voltage across the transmitter
WPT inductor reflected to the receiver side; iRX(t) is the
instantaneous current of the receiver WPT inductor; and T
is the code period. The voltage across the WPT inductor is
related to the voltage of the resonating capacitor

vWPT(t) = vP(t)− vN(t)

=
γ (1+ k)

γ (1+ k)+ 1
2 (1− k)

vC1(t)− vC2(t)
2

, (28)

where vC1(t) and vC2(t) are the voltages across the resonating
capacitors of CMCD-1 and CMCD-2, respectively. Note that

for a given polarity, either but not both vC1 or vC2 are nonzero.
From (28), it can be observed that for large γ , the voltage
across the WPT inductor is ≈vC/2. The voltage across and
current through the WPT inductor depends on the ternary
code and the ratio γ .

Transfer power can be expressed as

PTR = κ trV nIn, (29)

where κ tr depends on the ternary code; Vn and In are the
nominal voltage and current for the constant amplitude half
sine voltages and currents of a CMCD subcircuit for a ternary
code with alternating polarities. κ tr is a constant that captures
the characteristics of the different ternary codes, while the
nominal voltage and current represent the hardware ratings.
Thus, the transfer power is expressed as a product of a quan-
tity that depends on ternary codes κ tr and the voltage and
current ratings of the transceiver. The nominal transceiver
voltage and current are related by equation (26).

C. TRANSCEIVER LOSS ESTIMATION
In order to design efficient X-CMCD transceivers we need to
estimate the dc-dc efficiency with CDMA-WPT, hence the
resulting losses in the transceivers. The transceiver model
waveforms can be used for calculating the losses in a WPT
system.

For an unloaded X-CMCD transceiver in isolation,
the voltages and currents depend primarily on the input
dc voltage, component reactances, and the ternary code.
Thus, for a well-designed transceiver the losses are small;
otherwise, losses are dependent on the operating point of
the transceiver. For loose coupling between two X-CMCD
transceivers, the losses are also nearly that of the isolated
X-CMCD. Hence, for the estimation of end-to-end efficiency
and the evaluation of ternary codes for low-loss, loosely-
coupled X-CMCD transceivers, the unloaded losses can be
used. It is worth noting that, in general for ternary codes,
the voltage and current waveforms do not have only a sin-
gle frequency component, hence the loss calculations for
the hardware implementation of CDMA differ from that of
conventional resonant converters used for WPT. The main
sources of loss in an X-CMCD transceiver are:

1) CMCD Inductor Loss: The frequency of operation
and the spectral content of the voltage and current
waveforms depends on the ternary code characteristics.
We can use the spectral content of the model wave-
forms associated with the ternary codes to estimate
the CMCD inductor loss. This loss depends on the
inductor realization; while higher frequency operation
may favor the use of air-core inductors, the advantages
of coupled CMCD inductors tend to favor the use of
a magnetic core. Depending on the realization, there
may be two kinds of inductor losses: core loss and
conduction loss. The accurate prediction of core loss
may require more advanced methods like iGSE [50]
and is a topic for future research. Although the exact
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value of the inductor resistance depends on the realiza-
tion (e.g. air-core or magnetic-core inductor), for the
purposes of design, we only model skin effect for the
frequency dependence of the equivalent resistance. The
approximate conduction loss is

PLr =
M∑
i=1

I i2Rfr

√
fi
fr
, (30)

where Ii is the ith frequency component of the induc-
tor current, fi is the ith frequency, fr is the resonant
frequency, and Rfr is the resistance at the resonant
frequency.

2) Switch Loss: The main loss mechanisms in the
switches are the conduction loss, output capacitance
loss, turn-OFF loss, and gating loss. The turn-OFF loss
and gating loss are not included in this analysis as a
simplification, but can conceivably be added.
• Conduction Loss—The switch conduction loss can
be estimated by

Pcond = I2swRDS, (31)

where I sw is the rms switch current and RDS is the
on-resistance of the switch.

• COSS Loss—There is a loss associated with the
charging and discharging of the parasitic output
capacitance during resonance, even though the
transceiver is soft-switched. To estimate the COSS
loss, we will use the Steinmetz equation provided
in [51] along with the appropriate parameters. The
energy dissipated during a charge-discharge cycle
of a switch can be approximated by

EDISS = kCOSSf αr V
β

pk, (32)

where k, α, and β are Steinmetz constants.
Although, there is some intuition for determining
the Steinmetz constants, the exact mechanisms and
magnitude of these losses is largely a continuing
topic of research [52]. However, based on the out-
put capacitance of the switches, the upper bound
of the energy dissipation can be expressed by

EDISS ≤
1
2
bCOSSV 2

pk, (33)

where b is the fraction of energy dissipated by the
switch. Thus, the total power loss from the output
capacitance is

PCOSS ≤
1
T

M∑
i=1

1
2
bCOSSV 2

pk[i]

≤
bTP
T

COSSfr
M∑
i=1

V 2
pk[i], (34)

where V pk[i] is the peak switch voltage during the
realization of ith polarity, T is the code-period, D
is the duty-cycle of the code, M is the number

of polarities in the code, and fr is the resonant
frequency.

In addition to the CMCD inductor loss and the switch
loss, each transceiver also has losses in the WPT inductor,
which can be lumped into the CMCD inductor loss. The
choke inductor loss is designed to be low, only carrying dc
current and a small ripple. There may also be circuit losses
associated with high frequency parasitic ringing, which can
also be minimized in a good design.

The total transceiver loss can now be expressed as the sum
of the main loss components

Ploss = PLr + Pcond + PCOSS

=

M∑
i=1

I2i,LrRfr

√
fi
fr
+ I2swRDS

+
bTP
T

COSS fr
M∑
i=1

V 2
pk[i]

= κLrRfrI2n + κcdRDSI2n + κCSf rCOSSV 2
n , (35)

where κLr, κcd, and κCS are constants that depend on the
characteristics of a ternary code; Vn and In are the nominal
transceiver voltage and current.

D. END-TO-END WPT EFFICIENCY AND THE LOSS-FACTOR
Using the calculated losses in a transceiver (35) and transfer
power (29), the dc-dc efficiency of the WPT system can be
determined.

The receiver ternary codes are time-shifted versions of the
transmitter code. Thus for loosely-coupled WPT inductors,
the loss in the transmitter and receiver will be approximately
identical (Ploss,T ≈ Ploss,R). Hence the dc-dc efficiency of
WPT system can be expressed as

η =
Pout
Pin

=
PTR − Ploss
PTR + Ploss

=
1− `
1+ `

where ` =
Ploss
PTR
; (36)

Ploss = Ploss,T = Ploss,R is the power loss in either trans-
mitter or receiver. From (36), it can be observed that maxi-
mizing η is same as minimizing `. We define the quantity ` as
the loss-factor of a transceiver. Using (29) and (35), the loss-
factor for a transceiver can be expressed as

` ,
Ploss
PTR

=
κLrRfr
κtrωrLeq

+
κcdRDS
κtrωrLeq

+
κCSω

2
r LeqCOSS
2πκtr

=
nLr
Qfr
+

ncdτsw
ωrLrCOSS

+ nCOSSω2
rLrCOSS, (37)

where nLr, ncond, and nCOSS are parameters that are dependent
on the ternary code; Qfr = ωrLr/Rfr is the quality factor of
the CMCD inductors; and τsw = COSSRDS is a parameter
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dependent on the switch technology. These ternary-code-
dependent parameters can be obtained from the model wave-
forms of the transceiver.

As will be discussed in the following section, the loss-
factor is used for designing efficient transceivers for
CDMA-WPT. There are certain advantages inminimizing the
loss factor to obtain the transceiver parameters as opposed to
maximizing efficiency:

1) The loss-factor is to a good approximation, indepen-
dent of the input voltage (hence operating point). The
transfer power is homogeneous to the input voltage,
hence making the loss-factor largely independent of
power. In practice, the loss-factor would be designed
to be only a weak function of the operating point
with a dependence related to the non-linearity of the
transceiver components.

2) At a particular resonant frequency of operationωr and a
fixed ratio γ , the optimization to obtain the transceiver
parameters is convex in the variable x = LrCOSS. Thus,
the optimization can be easily solved to obtain the best
transceiver components using standard optimization
tools while the convexity guarantees the existence of
a global optimum.

For a given resonant frequency with the components
designed to operate with small non-linearity, the quality fac-
tor of the CMCD inductors Qfr and the switch time constant
τsw are fixed, and depend on the realization of the inductors
and the switch technology.

E. NUMBER OF ORTHOGONAL CODES AND TRANSFER
POWER
Although the X-CMCD topology does offer the flexibility to
realize ternary codes, the hardware design of the transceiver
imposes constraints on the polarity vectors [44]. In this
section, we discuss the hardware constraints and tradeoffs
related to the realization of ternary codes by X-CMCD
transceivers. Specifically, we examine the tradeoff between
the total number of orthogonal codes and transfer power.

A ternary code is realizable if every switch turn-off creates
a half sine voltage across the WPT inductor. The peak mag-
nitude of this half sine voltage depends on the distribution
of the inductor currents before the operation of the switch,
as described in Section III-A. During the realization of a
polarity, it is possible that the inductors of the correspond-
ing CMCD subcircuit carry currents such that turning OFF
a real-world FET leads to reverse conduction through the
switch, as illustrated in Fig. 13. For example, during reverse
conduction, the current flows through the body diode of a
silicon MOSFET or through the channel of a reverse diode-
connected GaNFET. As a result, the voltage across the capac-
itor will be clamped to the diode voltage and there will be
no resonance. The voltage across the WPT inductor remains
zero and the corresponding polarity will not be realized. Thus,
an inappropriate polarity for the current distribution can lead
to code-failure. Hence, a code-failure occurs in a transceiver

FIGURE 13. Current distribution for a transceiver before the realization of
a polarity. This current distribution only allows the transceiver to have a
negative polarity because turning OFF SP1 or SP2 cannot create the
resonance needed for realizing a positive polarity.

when turning OFF a switch does not lead to a half sine voltage
across the WPT inductor.

The current distribution in the CMCD inductors depends
on the circuit parameters and the ternary code. The important
circuit parameters that determine the current distribution are:

1) γ , which represents the ratio of energy stored in the
WPT inductors to the energy stored in CMCD tanks,3

and
2) k , the coupling between the CMCD inductors.

The maximum achievable coupling k between the CMCD
inductors is determined by the inductor realization. Thus,
the factor γ primarily determines the number of ternary codes
that a transceiver can realize. Fig. 14 helps understand the
effect of γ on the realization of ternary codes. The fig-
ure shows the equivalent circuit of an X-CMCD transceiver
during the realization of a positive polarity; hence one of the
switches in CMCD-1 is opened. CMCD-2 with both switches
closed is represented by an equivalent common-mode induc-
tance Lc. This series combination of common-mode induc-
tance with the WPT inductor appears in parallel with one of
the inductors in CMCD-1. During the resonance, a part of
the energy in CMCD-1 is transferred to CMCD-2 through
the WPT inductor with γ determining the amount of energy
that is transferred. Thus, after the realization of this polarity,
the magnitude of the current iP2[j+ 1] will be less than iP1[j].
The magnitude of the half sine voltage created during the res-
onance depends on the current in the corresponding inductor
Lp1 before the switch is turned OFF, specifically expressed
in (26). The difference between the inductor currents leads to
different magnitudes of the half sine voltages with a possibil-
ity of a code-failure; because |iP2 | ≤ |i

P
1 |, consecutive positive

polarities will have different voltage magnitudes.
A small value of γ leads to more energy being transferred

from one CMCD subcircuit to the other and hence a larger dif-
ference in the magnitudes of consecutive polarities, whereas
a larger γ leads to a smaller energy exchange between the
CMCD subcircuits and hence a smaller voltage difference
between consecutive polarities as illustrated in Fig. 15. Thus,
a large γ keeps the energies in the CMCD subcircuits closer

3γ =
LWPT
Lr (1+k)

.
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FIGURE 14. X-CMCD equivalent circuit during the realization of a positive
polarity. CMCD-2 is represented using an equivalent inductance LC.

FIGURE 15. Variation of voltage across LWPT with γ . For the realization of
a particular ternary code, a certain minimum γ is required. However,
the minimum γ leads to large variations in the peak voltage. The
variations in the peak voltage decrease with increasing γ .

FIGURE 16. Equivalent circuit for two extreme values of γ : (a) γ = 0,
WPT inductor is a short; and (b) γ = ∞, WPT inductor is an open circuit.

to constant. Hence, to create more codes and hence more
orthogonal TX-RX pairs, it is advantageous to have a large γ .
Additionally, to maintain the orthogonality between the

codes created using CCA, it is preferable to have ternary
codes with identical half sine voltages. Orthogonality within
the CD transformation relies on the interaction between
transceivers with identical half sine voltages to have zero
power factor. Although a small γ can realize a ternary code,
it may lead to large variations in the peak magnitudes of the
half sine voltages as illustrated in Fig. 15. Variation in the
magnitude of the half sine voltages can weaken the strict
orthogonality between the codes, which creates unwanted
power transfer between unrelated transceivers. To reduce
interference and to approach ideal half sine voltages, γ must
be increased. In practice, codes can be considered orthogonal
if the magnitude of the power factor p is below some chosen
threshold ε; for the remainder of this paper, which will focus
on the hardware considerations, |p| < ε will be considered
orthogonal.

FIGURE 17. Plot showing the tradeoff between transfer power and
number of orthogonal TX-RX pairs. A large γ helps to create more
orthogonal codes for the TX-RX pairs, but results in smaller transfer
power.

Changing γ also changes the transfer power from a trans-
mitter to its receiver. From Fig. 16, we can observe that for a γ
too large (approaching an open circuit, i.e. noWPT inductor),
the transfer power from transmitter to the receiver will be
zero, because there will be no receiver WPT current. Alterna-
tively, for a γ too small, there will negligible transfer power
because of a very small transmitter voltage. Thus, for some
intermediate γ = γP, the transfer power will be maximum.
Hence, the maximization of transfer power requires operation
at a certain γ for a particular code.
For a given orthogonal code set obtained using CCA,

there is a minimum γ required to realize all the orthogonal
ternary codes; there are also optimal γ that maximize the
transfer power from TX to RX for each code. While the
realization of codes and orthogonality benefits from higher γ ,
the transfer power benefits from small γ . This trade-off is
depicted in Fig. 17. The minimum γ required to realize a
progressively larger code set (i.e. greater number of TX-RX)
can be determined numerically. The transfer power for one
of the ternary codes, which is numerically calculated from
model waveforms, is also plotted versus γ . Although increas-
ing γ can help realize a large number of codes, there will be
a corresponding decrease in transfer power.

IV. THE DESIGN PROCESS
The transceiver analysis in the last section, describing the
behavior of voltage and current waveforms for a particular
code, lays a foundation for the practical co-design of high-
performing hardware and a realizable code set. In this section,
we develop a design process for creating CDMA-WPT net-
works with any number of unrelated TX-RX pairs.

The design process begins by selecting a realizable
and orthogonal (RO) code set from a candidate code set
through γ . The selection of specific transceiver components
Lr, LWPT, Cr, and the semiconductor switch is optimized
through the loss-factors of the RO code set.4 By using
loss-factor as a proxy for efficiency, this overall optimization
is convex.5

4Recall that the loss-factor model in (37) is independent of absolute power.
5It is worth noting that a direct optimization of power factor of the RO

code set is not convex and is a topic for future research.
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The voltage and currents of the transceiver depend on
the inductors (Lr and LWPT) and capacitor (C r) participat-
ing in resonance. Therefore, the design space for X-CMCD
transceivers consists of the following parameters: γ , semi-
conductor switch, Lr , and Cr .

These parameters are chosen at the beginning of the design
process:

1) Number of orthogonal transceivers: N
2) Switch technology dependent parameter: τ sw
3) Inductor technology dependent parameter: Qfr
4) Coupling between the CMCD inductors: k .

The design process is as follows:

Step 1: Create the candidate code set: CCA is used to
obtain 2m ternary codes, such that m ≥ N . The
minimum γ required for each code is in general
different; γmin is the largest minimum γ among
all the codes in the candidate code set. In other
words, γmin is the smallest γ that realizes the entire
code set.

Step 2: Ensure the orthogonality of the code set: The
realizability of a code set does not guaran-
tee that the codes are orthogonal. Using γmin
and model waveforms, obtain the power factor
between all pairs of codes in the initial code set.
Use Algorithm 1 to filter out the orthogonal codes6

from the initial code set. If the number of orthog-
onal codes is equal to or larger than N , then go to
Step 3 to obtain the other transceiver parameters,
if not go back to Step 1 to create a larger code set.

Step 3: Minimize the loss-factor: The next step in the
design process is to choose the correct switch,
CMCD inductors Lr , and resonant frequency
ωr (Lr ,Cr , γ ):

minimize
Lr ,Cr ,ωr

` =
Ploss
PTR

. (38)

For a fixed resonant frequency, the objective func-
tion is convex in the variable x = LrCOSS and can
easily be solved to obtain the values of the resonant
components.

Step 4: Obtaining a better γ : Further improvements
in loss-factor may be obtained by increasing γ
beyond γmin. For each iteration of γ ≥ γmin,
a new `min is calculated and compared to the pre-
vious, `min,prev.

The design process begins with the creation of a candidate
code set with a γmin that realizes all the ternary codes. How-
ever, from Section III-E, γmin may lead to ternary codes with
different peak magnitudes for the half sine voltages as shown
in Fig. 15, so the orthogonality between codes described for
the CD transformation cannot be strictly satisfied. Instead,
the power factor between all the codes in the code set can be
used as a measure of interference, which below a threshold

6Based on a power factor threshold ε.

Algorithm 1: Obtaining the Orthogonal Code Set
Result: Orthogonal codes for a given γ .
Calculate infinity norm of power factor matrix ainf;
while ainf > ε do

Obtain 1-norm for every column of the power-factor
matrix ;
Remove the row and column corresponding to the
maximum 1-norm ;
Calculate the new ainf;

end

can represent a practical orthogonality. Algorithm 1 elimi-
nates these interfering ternary codes based on the magnitude
of the interference to obtain the largest orthogonal code set.
If the number orthogonal codes obtained using Algorithm 1
is fewer than the required N , then the initial code set created
using CCA can be expanded to obtain additional orthogonal
codes, repeating the process until N orthogonal codes are
obtained.

V. HARDWARE RESULTS
To demonstrate the practical application of CDMA-WPT for
creating WPT networks, design examples are presented in
this section. The design examples follow the process outlined
in the previous section to obtain the orthogonal ternary codes
and the transceiver components.

The transceiver design is then implemented in hardware to
demonstrate effective multiple access WPT. The transceivers
are controlled by the same FPGA.7 Using hardware, we verify
three main concepts related to CDMA-WPT:

1) Realization of appropriate ternary codes;
2) Receiving power from ternary codes;
3) Demonstrating multiple access WPT.

A. DESIGN OF WPT NETWORKS WITH FOUR
TRANSCEIVERS
Consider a design example with 4 transceivers operating as
two transmitters (TX1, TX2) and two receivers (RX1, RX2),
thus forming a 2 × 2 WPT network. The objective is power
flow selectivity so that only TX1 can power RX1 and only
TX2 can power RX2, regardless of the cross coupling between
the unrelated transceivers. The two transmitter codes obtained
using the optimization described in Section II-B are

vTX1=[0 + 1 +1 0 −1 −1 0 +1 +1 0 −1 −1]T ,

vTX2=[0 + 1 +1 0 −1 −1 0 −1 −1 0 +1 +1]T .

The corresponding receiver codes are time-shifted versions
of the transmitter codes

vRX1 = [−1 0 +1 +1 0 −1 −1 0 +1 +1 0 −1]T ,

vRX2 = [+1 0 +1 +1 0 −1 −1 0 −1 −1 0 +1]T .

7Synchronization among transceivers can be performed with additional
hardware tomaximize power transfer; it is straightforward to prove that codes
of unrelated transceivers are shift-orthogonal.
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The parameter γ for the X-CMCD hardware that can real-
ize these two codes from the code set, is calculated iteratively
by starting with a reasonably low value and increasing grad-
ually until the two codes are realized. Recall that a code is
realized when all the switch turn OFF operations lead to a half
sine voltage of appropriate polarity across the WPT inductor.
Using the two transmitter codes and iteratively solving for a γ
that can realize both codes yields γ ≥ γmin = 0.0625.
The model waveforms derived from the peak voltage and

current values can be used to verify the orthogonality of the
unrelated transceivers. Thus, any γ ≥ γmin can used for the
realization of a WPT network with 2 transceivers using vTX1

and vTX2.
The transceiver components: power semiconductor switch,

CMCD inductors Lr , and resonant capacitor Cr , together
with the operating frequency can be selected by solving the
optimization described in Section IV. The optimization is
formulated with an objective function to minimize the sum
of two loss-factors corresponding to both codes,

minimize
Lr ,Cr

`c = `1 + `2, (39)

where `1 and `2 are the loss-factors corresponding to the two
codes (37). The combined loss-factor can be expressed as

`c =
(nLr,1 + nLr,2)

Qfr
+

(ncd,1 + ncd,2) τsw
ωrLrCOSS

+(nCOSS,1 + nCOSS,2)ω2
rLrCOSS. (40)

The combined loss-factor is still convex in the variable
x = LrCOSS for a fixed resonant frequency ωr . For a given
device or device technology, there is a minimumCOSS choice
that corresponds to the smallest device; also, because of
imposed limitations on physical size or intrinsic parasitics,
there are upper and lower limits to the inductors that can
be realized. Also, the half sine resonant frequency ωr puts
an upper bound on x. Thus, the practical constraints of the
optimization can be summarized as

LrminCOSSmin ≤ x ≤ min
{

1
ω2
r leq

, LrmaxCOSSmax

}
, (41)

where leq = Leq/Lr . These added constraints are linear so the
optimization problem remains convex and easily solvable for
a chosen resonant frequency.

It may be possible to improve loss-factor by iteratively
increasing γ ≥ γmin. Fig. 18 shows the plot of the minimum
loss-factor (39) for different values of γ . The value of γ that
yields the minimum combined loss-factor is γopt = 0.3125
for a resonant frequency of 7.5MHz.

For γopt, solving the optimization yields the value of
LrCOSS that minimizes the combined loss-factor. Based on
commercially available semiconductor switches with a cho-
sen τsw and practically realizable inductors, we can select the
switch and the corresponding CMCD inductors. For example,
an inductor with a value of ≈297 nH is required for the GaN
switch GS61008P from GaN Systems, Inc. The additional

FIGURE 18. Variation of optimal loss-factor `opt over γ at different half
sine resonant frequencies.

TABLE 1. Transceiver components for 2× 2 WPT network.

FIGURE 19. Transceiver prototype for a WPT network with four
transceivers. The transceivers have components symmetrically on the top
and bottom layer to minimize parasitic inductance.

resonant capacitor Cr for the CMCD subcircuit is

Cr =
1

ω2
rLeq
− COSS. (42)

The transceiver components for an optimized 2 × 2 WPT
network are summarized in Table 1.

B. HARDWARE RESULTS OF A CDMA-WPT NETWORK
WITH FOUR TRANSCEIVERS
1) TRANSCEIVER IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation details for the transceivers of a 2 × 2
WPT network are given in Table 2. The CMCD inductors
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TABLE 2. Implemented components for prototype transceiver.

were realized using a 5mil thick copper foil winding on a
67-material toroidal core from Fair-Rite Corporation; this
low-permeability, high-frequency core material was used to
achieve a higher coupling between the CMCD inductors and
a lower overall loss (i.e., high quality factor at 8.33 MHz).
As was discussed in Section III-A, the increased coupling
has the advantage of higher equivalent inductance during
resonance and higher voltage across the WPT inductor. The
implemented γ is 0.303 which is very nearly the design
optimal γ opt = 0.3125. Adjustments were performed to the
design parameters made to account for the non-linearity of
the switches, which results in an implemented C r = 220 pF,
along with others to account for manufacturing precision and
tolerances. Fig. 19 shows a prototype of the implemented
transceiver modules. The transceivers were constructed using
a four-layer PCB that has a symmetric top and bottom layer
with shielding layers provided by two ground planes in the
middle. This was performed to ensure minimal parasitic
ringing.

2) REALIZATION OF ORTHOGONAL CODES
The implemented γ = 0.303 is larger than γmin = 0.0625,
hence the codes can be realized by the implemented
transceiver. Fig. 20 shows the oscilloscope images for the
two codes realized in hardware by two different transceivers.
It can be observed from the scope waveforms that the two
codes are realized with nearly identical half sine wave volt-
ages of the same amplitude. The no-load losses corresponding
to the vTX1 and vTX2 are 0.68W and 0.69W respectively. It is
important to note that the current-mode topology allows the

FIGURE 20. Scope waveforms of the realization of ternary codes vTX1 and
vTX2. The codes are realized with nearly ideal sine voltages of identical
peak magnitudes.

TABLE 3. Hardware data for isolated TX-RX pairs of 2× 2 WPT network.

FIGURE 21. Scope waveforms of the realization of transmitter and
receiver codes for a 2× 2 WPT network. An appropriate choice of zero
durations allows the receiver codes to be shifted versions of the
transmitter code.

transmitters to function properly from no-load to full-load
(transmitter with a coupled receiver).

3) RECEIVING POWER FROM ORTHOGONAL CODES
An isolated TX-RX pair is separated by 2.5 cm (approxi-
mately half WPT coil radius) and negligible lateral misalign-
ment. The time-shifted transmitter codes are used as receiver
codes, as shown by the scope waveforms for TX2 and RX2
in Fig. 21. Note that in Figs. 21 and 23 the small oscillations
near the zero durations and the peaks are measurement arti-
facts from using single-ended probes. Table 3 summarizes the
dc power data of TX and RX for the two ternary codes and
their corresponding dc-to-dc efficiency. The negative sign in
the receiver power indicates that the receivers provide power
to the dc bus.
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FIGURE 22. Transceiver arrangement for 2× 2 multiple access WPT
hardware data.

4) MULTIPLE ACCESS WPT
The four transceivers were then arranged so that they shared a
common electromagnetic space as shown in Fig. 22 with the
neighboring transceivers being separated by 2.5 cm (approx-
imately half the WPT coil radius). The related transceivers
were made to exchange power by using the appropriate
ternary code. Fig. 23 shows the simultaneous realization
and operation of the transmitter ternary codes vTX1 and vTX2

together with their corresponding time-shifted codes for the
receivers. Compared to the waveforms in Fig. 23, simulta-
neous operation results in nearly imperceptible differences,
which helps verify our simplifying assumptions in Section II.
Table 4 shows the dc power levels and dc-dc efficiency for
power exchange among the related transceivers in the dif-
ferent transceiver configurations. In the first configuration,
the receivers are in the middle and hence are strongly cou-
pled to each other, whereas in the fourth configuration the
transmitters are strongly coupled. The second and third con-
figurations have an unrelated TX-RX pair strongly coupled to
each other. To examine the effectiveness for multiple access,
the percentage interference on each transceiver is calculated
as

1P =
|PS − PM|

PS
, (43)

where PS is the transceiver dc power in an isolated TX-RX
WPT, and PM is the transceiver dc power within multi-
ple access. It can be observed from Table 4 that the mean
power deviation is less 0.75% than and the worst-case power
deviation is approximately 1.74% from the non-interference
case over the different configurations in the shared electro-
magnetic space, hence achieving the practical orthogonality
discussed in Section III-E. It should be pointed out that that
effectiveness of multiple access depends on the realization of
proper orthogonal codes by the individual transceivers. For
low-loss loosely-coupled transceivers (k < 0.4), the output

FIGURE 23. Scope waveforms for simultaneous operation of TX1, RX1,
TX2, and RX2.

TABLE 4. Hardware data for a multiple access 2× 2 WPT network.

voltage closely matches the model waveforms, hence main-
tain practical orthogonality.

C. DESIGN OF A WPT NETWORK WITH 8 TRANSCEIVERS
Consider a design example with 8 transceivers operating as
four transmitters and four receivers. At most, each transmitter
can transfer power to its related receiver, thus requiring max-
imum of four orthogonal codes. The two orthogonal codes
obtained in Section V-A are used as base codes, a = vTX1 and
b = vTX2. Applying the design process, the four orthogonal
codes corresponding to γmin = 0.375 are obtained as

vTX1 = [a a a a], vTX2 = [b b b b],

vTX3 = [a a c c], vTX4 = [b d d b].
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TABLE 5. Parameters for optimization of loss-factor.

TABLE 6. Transceiver components for WPT network with 8 transceivers.

where c = −a and d = −b are negative ternary codes corre-
sponding to base codes a and b, respectively. Recall that the
corresponding receiver codes are time-shifted versions of the
transmitter codes.

To obtain the values and parameters for the transceiver
components, the combined loss-factor is minimized by solv-
ing the following optimization problem,

minimize
x=LrCOSS

`c = `1 + `2 + `3 + `4

subject to LrminCOSSmin ≤ x ≤ min
[

1
ω2
r leq

, LrmaxCOSSmax

]
where `i is the loss-factor corresponding to the transceiver
realizing the ith transmitter code. The optimization is per-
formed using the values and parameters in Table 5 at a
resonant frequency of 7.5MHz.

The optimal inductance Lr that minimizes the power factor
with the switch GS61008P is 295 nH. The transceiver param-
eters that can realize four orthogonal codes are summarized
in Table 6.

D. HARDWARE RESULTS OF CDMA-WPT NETWORK WITH
8 TRANSCEIVERS
1) TRANSCEIVER IMPLEMENTATION
It can be observed from Table 1 and 6 that the design param-
eters for the transceivers of the 8 transceiver WPT network
using the GS61008P GaNFET are similar to WPT network
with four transceivers with the exception of the values for the
WPT inductor and the resonant capacitor. A γ opt = 0.375 is
needed for the realization of the four ternary codes; hence,
the WPT inductor was increased to LWPT = 375 nH,. Addi-
tionally, the frequency was reduced slightly to 8MHz to
ensure ZVS for all four codes.

2) REALIZATION OF TERNARY CODES
A γ ≥ γmin= 0.375 can realize the four ternary codes
while ensuring their orthogonality, which means that
LWPT = 375 nH can realize all four ternary codes. Fig. 24
shows the oscilloscope waveforms for the codes vTX3 and
vTX4; note that the waveforms for the codes vTX1 and vTX2 are
identical to the codes for the 2× 2 network in Fig. 20. It can

TABLE 7. Hardware data for a WPT network with 8 transceivers.

FIGURE 24. Oscilloscope waveforms for vTX3 and vTX4 for γ = 0.375. All
of the half sine voltages are realized but with variable peak magnitudes
due to an insufficient γ .

be observed that the sufficient value of γ = 0.375 prevents
code-failures but is not large enough to avoid having the half
sine voltages vary in peak magnitudes.The scope waveforms
closely match the model waveforms with minor deviations
owing to the non-linearity of the output drain capacitance of
the GaN FETs.
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TABLE 8. Hardware data for WPT network with 8 transceivers.

FIGURE 25. Transceiver arrangement for obtaining multiple access WPT
hardware data with 8 transceivers.

3) RECEIVING POWER THROUGH TERNARY CODES
Time-shifted transmitter codes are used as the receiver codes.
Each related TX-RX pair is isolated and kept 3 cm apart
(k ≈ 0.32) with minimal lateral misalignment. Table 7
shows the dc power levels and dc-to-dc efficiencies for each
of the four related transceiver pairs operating in isolation.
An appropriate choice of transceiver components obtained by
minimizing the combined loss factor helps to ensure that the
four pairs have comparable and acceptable dc-dc efficiency.

4) MULTIPLE ACCESS WPT
The eight transceivers are physically arranged in Fig. 25 for
multiple access WPT with the coupling, k ∈ (0.29, 0.32)
between the related TX and RX exchanging power. Two dif-
ferent configurations are evaluated for demonstrating effec-
tive multiple access. In the first configuration, the four
orthogonal codes are assigned to four related TX-RX pairs
forming a 4 × 4 WPT network, and other configuration
consists of a SIMO, MISO and a SISO systems with three
orthogonal codes to form a complex WPT network.

Table 8 shows the results for a few representative con-
figurations of the WPT network together with the dc power

FIGURE 26. Comparison of receiver power variation for the transceiver
arrangement in Fig. 25 operating as four TX-RX pairs.

level and dc-dc efficiency of each related transceiver pair.
It can be observed that the maximum deviation because of
interference in power level remains within 9% of the power
level in isolation (no interference) with a mean interference
of 1.81%over different configurations, hence achieving prac-
tical orthogonality. In comparison, when operated at single
frequency as four TX-RX pairs, the interference in power
level is up to 82% as illustrated in Fig. 26 as well as the
attached media with paper.

VI. CONCLUSION
Wireless Power Transfer (WPT) is the key to unlocking the
potential of densely connected networks of devices. Powering
these networks requires efficient mutable multiple access
WPT. The important characteristics of multiple access WPT
are power flow selectivity and scalability. In this paper,
we presented an implementation of CDMA-WPT that enables
mutable multiple access WPT while maintaining power flow
selectivity and ease of scalability. CDMA exploits orthogo-
nality in code space to enable multiple access. An encoding
scheme for abstracting the outputs of quasi-resonant convert-
ers as ternary (three-level) codes, the power flow model, and
a code construction algorithm for scaling to large number of
TX-RX pairs were also presented. In the future, orthogonal
codes can be designed to satisfy regulatory electromagnetic
interference (EMI) constraints.
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FIGURE 27. WPT system with three transceivers having the voltage
sources v1, v2, and v3 driving identical coupled inductors. The power flow
from v1 can be obtained from the Thevenin equivalent voltage and
inductance at the terminals of its WPT inductor, which becomes the
simplified voltage source model.

The hardware implementation of CDMA-WPT is pre-
sented using a new quasi-resonant converter capable of oper-
ating as an inverter or rectifier. The time-domain analysis
required for analyzing the performance during the realization
of different codes was also presented along with a design
process for practical co-design of high-performance hardware
and obtaining a code set. The application of CDMA-WPT
was demonstrated in hardware using four transceivers main-
taining a nearly constant 5W operation with 75% dc-dc
efficiency between two TX-RX pairs, and eight transceivers
in different configurations maintaining a nearly constant 4W
operating with more than 71% dc-dc efficiency while main-
taining power flow selectivity.

APPENDIX A
VOLTAGE SOURCE MODEL FOR WIRELESS POWER
TRANSFER
Consider theWPT system shown in Fig. 27 with three voltage
sources driving coupled identical inductors with coupling
coefficients k12, k13, and k23. To obtain the power flowing
out of v1, the Thevenin equivalent circuit at the terminals of
v1 is derived. For lossless inductors, the voltages and currents
for the three transceivers are related byv1v2

v3

 = L

 1 k12 k13
k12 1 k23
k13 k23 1

 d
dt

i1i2
ı3

 , (44)

where kij is the coupling coefficient between the ith and
jth transceiver, and L is the self-inductance of the identical
transceivers. The Thevenin equivalent voltage is obtained by
finding the open-circuit voltage at the terminals of the WPT
inductor of Transceiver 1,

vTh =
(k12 − k23k13)

1− k223︸ ︷︷ ︸
k2

v2 +
(k13 − k23k13)

1− k223︸ ︷︷ ︸
k3

v3, (45)

and the Thevenin inductance is obtained across the same
terminals by short-circuiting the sources v2 and v3,

LTh =

(
1−

(
k212 + k

2
13 − 2k23k13k12

)
1− k223

)
L. (46)

Thus, the Thevenin equivalent circuit at terminals of v1
reduces to a two-bus voltage source model with vTh as the
other voltage source and LTH as the connecting impedance.
It is worth noting that for k13 = k23 = 0, the Thevenin
circuit reduces to the conventional two-voltage source model
for WPT with

vTh = k12v2 (47)

LTh = (1− k212)L. (48)

In general, a WPT system with any number of transceivers
can also be proven similarly to reduce to a two-bus volt-
age source model for obtaining the power flow for each
transceiver.

APPENDIX B
CODE CONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM FOR SCALING WPT

Algorithm 2: Obtaining N Orthogonal Codes
Result: Obtain at least N orthogonal codes
Start with a set of 2 orthogonal codes, SSS1 = {ccc1, ccc2} of
length 2k i = 1;
while i ≤ log2 N − 1 do

Construct codes of length 2k+1 by concatenating set
S i with itself and S i with −SSS i;
SSS i+1 = {SSS i t SSS i, SSS i t −SSS i};
i = i+ 1;

end

The code construction algorithm (CCA) can be used to
obtain orthogonal codes for scaling CDMA-WPT. The CCA
starts with a set of two orthogonal ternary codes, SSS1 =
{ccc1, ccc2}. These two codes can be obtained by starting with
an initial ternary code and solving the optimization prob-
lem (16) to obtain the second orthogonal code. In the next
step, the CCA constructs more codes using the set concate-
nation operation. The set concatenation operation (t) is an
element wise concatenation operation of the ternary codes
that increases the lengths of the ternary codes by increasing
the code period. Consider two sets of ternary codes, SSSa =
{aaa1, aaa2, . . . ,aaaN} and SSSb = {bbb1, bbb2, . . . ,bbbN} having an
equal number of valid codesN with code periods, TA and TB,
respectively. The concatenation of these two sets is defined as

SSSc = SSSa t SSSb , {aaa1bbb1, aaa2bbb2, aaa3bbb3, . . . ,aaaNbbbN } . (49)

The ternary codes of the concatenated set SSSc have a code
period TA + TB. An orthogonal set SSSk with N codes when
concatenated with itself and its negative −SSSk leads to a set
SSSk+1 with 2N orthogonal codes [47]. CCA uses repeated
concatenation operations to obtain the desired number of
orthogonal codes.

The CCA algorithm thus increases the code length to
obtain more orthogonal codes. As the code length increases,
so does the code period. Hence, the instantaneous power flow
oscillates with a longer period. Consider the two orthogonal
codes, vvv1 and vvv2 obtained in the previous section as initial
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codes. Applying CCA with the initial set SSS1 = {vvv1, vvv2}
results in set SSS2 with four orthogonal codes

SSS2 = {vvv1vvv1, vvv2vvv2, vvv1vvv1, vvv2vvv2},

where vvv1 = −vvv1 and vvv2 = −vvv2. Because the codes are
periodic, the codes vvv1vvv1 and vvv2vvv2 behave identically to the
initial codes vvv1 and vvv2. We assign these four codes to four
transceivers {TX1, . . . ,TX4}.

APPENDIX C
ESTIMATING TRANSCEIVER PERIODIC STEADY-STATE
CURRENTS
The steady state voltages and currents for an X-CMCD
transceiver can be obtained from linear equations describing
the fundamental power electronics properties. In this section
we describe a method for estimating the X-CMCD wave-
forms. For a lossless transceiver, the energy at the end of a
code is the same as at the beginning. Similarly, the energy
is conserved during the realization of a polarity from the
beginning to the end. Thus, the current distribution at the end
of the polarity is related to the current at the beginning of the
polarity

iii[j+1] = AAAj iii[j]. (50)

where AAAj is the current evolution matrix that depends on
the switch states. Equation (59) can be applied iteratively to
obtain

iii[N+1] = AAANAAAN−1 . . .AAA1 iii[1]. (51)

Equation (58) and (60) can now be combined to obtain

AAAC iii[1] = 0, (52)

where AAAC = AAANAAAN−1 . . .AAA1 is a matrix that depends on
the switching sequence and hence the entire ternary code
being realized by the transceiver; note that iii[1] is the inductor
current distribution vector at the beginning of the ternary
code.

During the realization of a positive polarity, vP is related to
the voltage of the resonating capacitor in CMCD-1

vP =
γ (1+ k)+ 1

4 (1− k)

γ (1+ k)+ 1
2 (1− k)

vC
2
, (53)

and vN is

vN =
1
4 (1− k)

γ (1+ k)+ 1
2 (1− k)

vC
2
, (54)

where k is the coupling between the inductors within the
same CMCD subcircuit. It is worth noting that for perfectly
coupled CMCD inductors (k = 1), vN will be zero during
the realization of a positive polarity. The capacitor voltage,
vC is related to the current at the beginning of the polarity
from (26). Thus, the peak voltage of vP and vN during the
realization of a positive and negative polarity is related to the
current in the inductors of CMCD-1 and CMCD-2, respec-
tively, at the beginning of a polarity.

Using (62), (63), and (59), another set of equations can be
obtained to solve for iii[1] at the beginning of the ternary code,

AAAV iii[1] = Vdc (55)

where AAAV is a matrix that depends on the ternary code. Equa-
tions (61) and (64) can be used to solve for iii[1], the steady-
state inductor current distribution at the beginning of the
ternary code. Once the initial current distribution iii[1] is
obtained, it can be used for calculating the voltage and current
waveforms, called the model waveforms for the entire code.
In order to analyze and design an X-CMCD transceiver,
the estimation of the currents and voltages in steady-state is
needed. The periodic steady-state currents and voltages for
an X-CMCD transceiver depends on the ternary code (hence,
the switching sequence) realized by the transceiver. A ternary
code is said to be realized by the transceiver if all the switch-
ing operations lead to the realization of a half sine voltage.
The peak magnitude of these half sine voltages are related
to the current distribution among inductors in (26). As dis-
cussed in the next section, if the current in the corresponding
inductor is negative before the operation of the switch, then
the switching operation will not lead to the creation of a half
sine voltage and would result in a code-failure. We can use
a circuit simulator like LTSpice to predict the realization of
a code; however, simulating the transceiver for every ternary
code may be impractical. Alternatively, approximate voltage
and current waveforms can also be obtained by solving the
steady-state linear equations for lossless transceivers utilizing
two properties:

1) Inductor volt-second balance across the choke induc-
tors: The average voltage across the choke inductors
is zero over the code period for inductor volt-second
balance [53],

V dc =
1
T

∫ T

0
vp(t) dt =

1
T

∫ T

0
vn(t) dt, (56)

where T is the code period; vp(t) and vn(t) are the volt-
ages of theWPT inductor nodes as illustrated in Fig. 10.
If we assume the transceiver voltages are sinusoidal,
(56) can be simplified to

Vdc =
2TP
Tπ

M∑
i=1

vPpk[i] =
2TP
Tπ

M∑
i=1

vNpk[i], (57)

whereD is the duty-cycle,M is the number of polarities
in the ternary code; vPpk[i] and v

N
pk[i] are the peak volt-

ages of vP and vN, respectively, during the realization
of the ith polarity.

2) Periodicity of currents over the code period: Another
condition for the realization of a code by the transceiver
is that the transceiver currents and voltages are periodic
in the steady state over the code period. Hence, for a
ternary code with M polarities, the inductor currents
must be identical at the beginning and the end of the
code

iii[M+1] = iii[1], (58)
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where iii[j] =
[
iP1 iP2 iWPT iN1 iN2

]T is the
current vector before the realization of jth polarity, i.e.
iXk = iXk [n].

For a lossless transceiver, the energy at the end of a code
is the same as at the beginning. Similarly, the energy is
conserved during the realization of a polarity from the begin-
ning to the end. Thus, the current distribution at the end of
the polarity is related to the current at the beginning of the
polarity

iii[j+1] = AAAj iii[j]. (59)

where AAAj is the current evolution matrix that depends on
the switch states. Equation (59) can be applied iteratively to
obtain

iii[N+1] = AAANAAAN−1 . . .AAA1 iii[1]. (60)

Equation (58) and (60) can now be combined to obtain

AAAC iii[1] = 0, (61)

where AAAC = AAANAAAN−1 . . .AAA1 is a matrix that depends on
the switching sequence and hence the entire ternary code
being realized by the transceiver; note that iii[1] is the inductor
current distribution vector at the beginning of the ternary
code.

During the realization of a positive polarity, vP is related to
the voltage of the resonating capacitor in CMCD-1

vP =
γ (1+ k)+ 1

4 (1− k)

γ (1+ k)+ 1
2 (1− k)

vC
2
, (62)

and vN is

vN =
1
4 (1− k)

γ (1+ k)+ 1
2 (1− k)

vC
2
, (63)

where k is the coupling between the inductors within the
same CMCD subcircuit. It is worth noting that for perfectly
coupled CMCD inductors (k = 1), vN will be zero during
the realization of a positive polarity. The capacitor voltage,
vC is related to the current at the beginning of the polarity
from (26). Thus, the peak voltage of vP and vN during the
realization of a positive and negative polarity is related to the
current in the inductors of CMCD-1 and CMCD-2, respec-
tively, at the beginning of a polarity.

Using (62), (63), and (59), another set of equations can be
obtained to solve for iii[1] at the beginning of the ternary code,

AAAV iii[1] = Vdc (64)

where AAAV is a matrix that depends on the ternary code. Equa-
tions (61) and (64) can be used to solve for iii[1], the steady-
state inductor current distribution at the beginning of the
ternary code. Once the initial current distribution iii[1] is
obtained, it can be used for calculating the voltage and current
waveforms, called the model waveforms for the entire code.
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